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Each discovery of manuscripts presents new oppor
tunities for the textual critic. First, there needs to
be a careful analysis of the manuscript in order to deter
mine its textual affinities. Then existing theories of
textual criticism need to be reconsidered in the light of
this new evidence. The Bodmer Papyri are especially sig
nificant, for they contain the earliest extant evidence
for the history of the New Testament text.
^
The Bibliotheca Bodmer has published, among others,
the text of a papyrus codex containing the Gospels of Luke
and John, with an introduction and facsimilies. This papy
rus is designated Papyrus Bodmer XIV for Luke and Papyrus
Bodmer XV for John. Professor Kurt Aland of Munster has
75
assigned this codex the official siglum P .
The purpose of the present thesis is to determine
the textual affinities of Papyrus Bodmer XIV� that is, of
p'^5 in Luke. This task is accomplished by examining the
nature of its variants from the Textus Receptus.
I. PAPYRUS BODMER XIV
Oontentg �� the papyrus. Papyrus Bodmer XIV-XV
^ Floyd V. Pilson, "More Bodmer Papyri," The Biblical
Archaeologist. XXV (May, 1962), 56.
2was originally a single codex containing thirty-six leaves
measuring 26 x 26 centimeters, placed on top of each other
and folded in the middle. The text, in uncials, was written
on "both sides of a leaf, which made 144 pages in a single
quire, 26 x 13 centimeters.
At the beginning of the papyrus, leaves 1-6, 8, and
10 are lost. Also leaves 35 and 36 are lost from the center
of the codex. Thus there are preserved parts of 102 pages.
The text of Lulce 5:37-18:18 and Luke 22: 4-John 13:10 is
continuous. There are also fragmentary parts of Lulce 3:l8-
22, 3:33-4:2, 4:34-5:10, and John 14:8-15:8. The text of
Luke 8:5-28, 10:8-17:29, 22:37-John 5:23, John 8:22-10:14
is preserved almost entirely.
The number of lines per page varies between thirty-
eight and forty- five. Seldom are there less than forty
lines on a page. The median has been established at forty-
p
two lines per page.
Date of the papyrus. The editors, Victor Martin
and Rodolphe Kasser, suggest that the most probable date
for the copying of this papyrus was between 175 and 225
A.D. This date places p''^^ a century and a half earlier
than the two famous uncials. Codex Vaticanus (B) and Codex
Sinai ticus (TV!).
Victor Martin and Rodolphe Kasser (edd.), Papyrus
Bodmer XIV (Switzerland: Bibliotheca Bodmer, 1961), p. 10.
3The writing is similar to P"^^, the Chester Beatty
papyrus of the Gospels and Acts, but the characteristics
of the hand of the Chester Beatty papyrus lead the editors
to think that P^^ later than v'^^.
This codex therefore contains the earliest extant
copy of Luke and one of the earliest extant copies of
John.
Significance of the papyrus. The early date of
enables one to know more about the state of the New
Testament text in Egypt at the turn of the second century.
Its close affinity with Codex Vaticanus (B) and the Alexan
drian text- type supports the theory that the scribes of B
and /\' were transmitting a text- type, rather than establish
ing their own type of text.
Concerning the history of the church in Egypt,
Metzger indicates its significance by writing:
Some scholars (for example, �. Bauer)
have held that during the second century Greek-
speaking Christianity in Egypt was relatively
primitive. The discovery now of a copy of two
Gospels, dating from about A.D, 200, in the
form of text which many had judged to be the
result of scholarly editorial work at Alexan
dria in the fourth century, speaks eloquently
for the high level of recensional activity of
those second century Egyptian Christians who
were responsible for its preservation and
transmission. 5
^Bruce M. Metzger, "The Bodmer Papyrus of Luke and
John," m m9mm I'XXIII (Apri.1, 1962). 203.
4II. METHOD OF INVESTIGATION
The first step in analyzing the textual affinities
of Bodmer XIV was to collate it against the Textus Receptus.
Then the supporting evidence for the variants against the
Textus Receptus was gathered from the textual apparatuses
of Nestle, 5 Souter,^ Merk,'^ von Soden,� and Tischendorf . ^
All the evidence is given according to Gregory's system of
numbering manuscripts. The following works were used to
determine the Gregory equivalent for the evidence cited
by the different critical texts: Gregory's Prolegomena^'^
and Die grie chischen Hand schrif ten des Neuen Testaments , ^
Novum Testamentum (Oxford: E. Typographeo
Clarendoniano , 190 1 ) .
5Eberhard Nestle and others (edd.). Novum Testamentum
Graece (23rd ed.; Germany: Privileg. Wurtt. Bibelanstalt
Stuttgart, 1957).
^Alexander Souter (ed.). Novum Testamentum Graece
(Editio altera; Oxford: E. Typographeo Clarendoniano, 1962).
Augustinus Merk (ed.), Novum Testamentum (Editio
octava; Roma: Sumptibus Pontificii Instituti Biblici, 1957).
^Hermann Freiherr von Soden (ed.). Die Schrif ten des
Neuen Testaments (Gottingen: Vandenhoeck und Ruprecht, 1913).
^Constantinus Tischendorf (ed.), Novum Testamentum
Graece (Vol. I, editio octava critica major, 3 vols.:
Lipsiae: Giesecke and Devrient, 1896).
'"-"Caspar Rene Gregory, Prolegomena (Vol. Ill of Novum
Testamentum Graece � editio octava critica major, editied by
Constantinus Tischendorf, 3 vols.; Lipsiae: J. E. Hinrichs,
1894).
Caspar Ren'e Gregory, Die grie chischen Hand schrif ten
Neuen TeB.tamgnt s (Leipzig: J. C. Hinrichs"] 1908) .
1
Kraft's key to von Soden, Greenlee s Introduction to Me-r
Testament Textual Orlticl sm, and Metzger' s Text of the
14
"evf Te stament.
In addition to evidence from the textual apparatuses
1 S
used, the variants were collated against the texts of Codex 6
>45 16and P
75
The tables which contain the variants of P against
xlie Textus Receptus are divided Into five columns: the first
column for witnesses of the Alexandrian text-type;' the second
for the Caesarean text-type; the third for the Western text-
type; the fourth for the Byzantine text- type; and the last
column for unclassified witnesses. A variant which has no
knovm attestation is indicated by the symbol 0 .
The text-type of each witness is determined from the
tables found in Greenlee's Introduction to New Testament
^^Benedikt Kraft, Die Zelchen ftfr die wlchtlgeren
Handschriften' des grlechlschen Neuen Testaments (Freiburg,
Germany: Herder, 1955) .
1 3
J. Harold Greenlee, Introduction to New Te stament
Textual Criticism (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1964) .
"''^Bruce M. Metzger, The Text of the New Testament
(New York: Oxford, 1964).
15 ' , ,
Gustav Beermann and Caspar Rene Gregory (edd,),
Die Korldethl Evangellen (e, 038) (Leipzig: Hinrichs, 1913).
1 6
Frederic G. YLenjon (ed.). The Chester Beatty Biblical
Papyri Descriptions and Texts of Twelve Manuscripts on Papyrus
of the Greek Bible (Fasciculus II ; The Gospels and Acts.
London: Emery Walker Limited, 1933).
Textual Oritlcism ' and in Metzger' s Text of the New Tes-
1 Pi
tament . Witnesses for the Alexandrian text-type are (\'
B 0 L Q 2 Y , 33 579 892 1241, sa bo, Ath Cyr-Alex (Or);
1 9 4R 1 1
tnose for the Caesarean text- type are P 6 N, f f
28 157 544 565 700 1071 1424 1604, Geo Arm Pal-Syr, Eus
Cyr-Jer (Or); evidence for the Western text-type includes
D 0171, It Sin-Syr Cur-Syr, Tert Ir Clem-Alex Cyp (Aug);
and those for the Byzantine text- type are A. E P G H K M
S U V Y r A AD, most minuscles, Goth. Some examples from
the present study which are considered sufficient evidence
to designate a reading as Alexandrian are B L bo, f)' B L
T, ;)'B C^ 2, ;)/ B 579 1241 bo, B Q 33 bo. Combinations
which are called Caesarean include e f^ f^^,ef^ 700 157,
p45 j=.1 YOO 157 Pal-Syr. Examples of readings classified
as Western are D It, D Sin-Syr, It Sin-Syr Cur-Syr. A
reading classified as Byzantine generally has the support
of most of the minuscles.
After discussing some of the distinctive character
istics of p'^5^ there is a table presenting the variants
Tifith their supporting evidence, followed by tables of
statistical summary, and then the conclusions of this study.
''''^Greenlee , 0�. cit . , p. 117.
1 ft
Metzger, o^. cit. , p. 172.
^^Von Soden' s l^=f^ and l''=f''^, according to Metzger,
loc. cit.
CHAPTER II
TEXT OP PAPYRUS BODMER XIV
'
I. ORTHOGRAPHIC CHARACTERISTICS OP PAPYRUS BODMER XIV
75
The orthography of P is remarkably correct. The
scribe has made the common error of writing el for l , for
example Xstav, aiTELOv, Xe liioq , and TioXe itojv . However,
the opposite confusion of l for et is very rare: Slxvuol,
6avi,^oi;aL V, and au|i9u laat .
There are almost no confusions of t] , l, tj, oi due
to itacism. In Lulce 10:37 croi is written for ov . Other
cases include avane ipouQ for avaixripog , uooaveu for Lwavt;!,
and KTipLauQfor Keipiccic,.
Also rare are the confusions that result from similar
pronunciation of e forao, as xepeav for xspaiav and cTaLpOL
for sTepou. The confusion of o-and co is responsible for a
few readings, including 0160 v l , TiapaSoaeL, HoA.uovTa and
There are some mistakes in writing consonants. Some
times a letter is doubled (aHuXX.a), or a letter is added
(aTiOKp L veevTsq) , or one letter of double consonants is
omitted (�n;?v.T]|aupr]c;) . Consonants are sometimes assimilated
(ai>|i3ePriKOTtov) , but more often this fails to take place
^The content of this chapter is based on the intro
duction to Papyrus Bodmer XIV-XV by Victor Martin and
Rodolphe Kasser, and by personal observation.
8iovvXa^eodai) . In Luke 18:9 the 0 of e^ouBe vouvteq is
surmounted hj 6 and in Luke 23:4? the of e6o^a^ev is
surmounted by a as if the scribe desired to give the reader
a choice between the two forms of the word.
The spelling of the name "John" varies between
the two Gospels. In Luke it invariably is spelled with a
single V. However, in John 1:26 the second v appears be
tween the lines. It is written thus to the end of the
Gospel except in John 3:2? where the scribe reverted back
to his former method of spelling. This is similar to Codex
Bezae, in which "John" has a double v only once out of
twenty-eight occurrences in Luke, while in John's Gospel
this name is written with a single v four times out of
twenty-one occurrences. On the other hand, Codex Vaticanus
2
uses the single v in both Gospels.
The L subscript appears only twice: in Luke 6:23
TcoL and in Luke 8:13KaLpcoL. For euphony the movable v is
used frequently but irregularly.
Variants from the Textus Receptus due to these
orthographic pecularities appear in the chart of variants
only when a reading has some support, because it is often
hard to distinguish clearly between instances as mistakes
of the scribe or actual variants.
The scribe abbreviates the usual nomina sacra. Of
^Bruce M. Metzger, "The Bodmer Papyrus of Luke and
John," The Expository Times. LXXIII (April, 1962), 202.
9these, QeoQy ir]Oovq^ xpi-cfT^OQ) and Lapar]\ are always
abbreviated: Bq, Tq or lt]q , xq, and lt]X. The others may
or may not be abbreviated. The abbreviations of avepooTcoQ,
ULOQ, and Tiveuua are not limited to nomina sacra;, for
instance, in Luke TtvEUjaa is abbreviated even when it refers
to unclean spirits.
The word OTaupoQ is abbreviated a/bv in Luke 9:23
and 14:27 and orpov in Luke 24:7. The verb is written
c^a)0T]vaL , Luke 24:7 and eoTpooaav , Luke 23:33. However,
this verb is not always abbreviated. Three times xp is
>n?itten to form a ligature, as in p��^
II. PALEOGRAPHIC DETAILS OP PAPYRUS BODMER XIV
Punctuation and other marks. The rough breathing
(h) is often used on the relative pronouns (cfc, 5!, fi") and
on numbers (e^Q, e"v) in order to prevent confusion with
similar words. The smooth breathing rarely occurs. Accents
are entirely absent. The dl'eresis appears frequently on 'C
and V.
Numbers are often indicated by their symbols op).
Proper names are frequently indicated by a point
or an apostrophe (Bt]6
'
aabda' , 'Coaan'). An apostrophe may
also signify the omission of the vowel when the adverb aXXa
and some prepositions are elided (aW'sav, |asT
*
S|j,ou) .
Occasionally the apostrophe appears in the middle of a
word to separate double consonants (ey'yi^ei) or different
10
consonants (auy 'xap^Ti^s > Tiapevey 'he) .
A V that appears at the end of a line is generally
replaced by a horizontal line above the preceding vowel,
even if the v is in the middle of a word.
There is an abundance of punctuation marks at
different levels on a line. The leXeia. otly^^ (avxoic,')
indicates that a sentence is complete. The vnooi: iy\ir] is
used for a division within the sentence (6 L�[i,ep Loer] . ) .
However, some of these marks may not be the result of the
conscious intention of the scribe.
The subdivisions of the text are indicated in
several ways. At the end of one section and the beginning
of another there is sometimes a blank space of several
letters width, A suspended point (*) is often placed at
the end of a section. In other places a short horizontal
line (ruapdYpoccpoQ ' ) is inserted at the end of the division;
then the following line is sometimes slightly extended
into the left margin."^ These divisions frequently come
at the same place in P , while at other places the two
manuscripts differ.
Errors and corrections. The different methods
which the scribe employed for correcting the text include
a slanting line drawn through a letter (^TiopEueEVTEQ) or
^Ibid, , p. 201.
1 1
a series of points placed over the letters (m-ou), or a letter




other or placed in the margin C paa lXe uav), or parentheses
placed above a word (m-ou). There are also traces of a few
erasures by scraping.
Some of these corrections are by a different hand
than the original scribe. Changes considered to be by
the first hand include r][isp(x added in the right margin
after tt) in Luke 12:53 and 6o^av written over ^aoiXeiav in
Luke 24:26. The change of ^ao iXiaoa to ^ao 1X10'^^'^�^�the
aa is partially erased� in Luke 11:31 and the addition at
the bottom of folio 33 of QeXa) Kaeapiae-qTe k/ euBeooQ exadoi-
piaQrioav to be inserted in 17:14 apparently are by a dif
ferent hand.'^
Polio 21 contains in the upper margin a reproduction
in irregular and large uncials the beginning of the first
line. There are a few other places where there are in
scriptions that apparently have no relation to the text.
III. TEXTUAL APPIWITIES OP PAPYRUS BODMER XIV
The tables reveal the nature of the variants
against the Textus Receptus. Pollowing are some samples
of the type of variants found:
Change of word order: naXooQ v\iaq] Vfiag naXuiq (6:26)



































Kau ] add yccp
6� J omit
Ka L ] 6 e



























The text of P is frequently shorter than the
Textus Receptus and seldom longer. Of the 870 variants
studied, 259 are the result of omissions while only 74
are additions.
The type of variants seldom alters the meaning
of the text radically. However, p'''^ supports important
Alexandrian readings. A few of the interesting and sig
nificant readings include the following:
In Luke 10:1, 17, the number of disciples sent
out by Jesus is 72, which is supported by B sa Or P'^S
Arm D Sin-Syr and Cur-Syr, etc.
In Luke 10:39, P'^^ reads ir]aovc, with p'^^ � _a ^
and other witnesses against tou xvpiov which is read by
Tischendorf with y\! B-:^ L H bo Arm D It Cur-Syr vg.
In Luke 11:33, the tradition is divided between
cpwQ (p75) and (pEyyoc,. cpwQ is the word used in classic
prose while cpeyyoc, is limited to poetry. However this
distinction has disappeared in the Hellenistic epoch.
In Luke 15:9, P'^^ along with the Alexandrian and
the Western traditions choose the commonplace xopTaaer]vau
to the more picturesque ye\n,0(xi Tr)v HoiXiav auTov.
In Luke 16:19� which contains the account of the
rich man and Lazarus p''^5 -with the Sahidic version gives
the name of the rich man, veurjQ. There is a widespread
tradition in the Coptic Church that the rich man's name
14
wa Ninevail, a name which is symbolic of corrupt riches.
7c:
Metzger believes that the scribe of P'-^ v:as acquainted
>rith this tradition and by accidental haplography wrote
5
veuriQ for vlv�ut]q.^ On the other hand, Pitzmyer specu
lates that it is "a scribal correction which attempted-
to assimilate an unintelligible form of a personal name
to the well-loioim name of the Assyrian city�a name which
would be most improbable for a person."
In Luke 16:22, p'^^ j_g -^^^q only witness for ev tco
aTcoGaveiv in place of the simple infinitive.
In Luke 8:16, B and 1574 alone with omit Lva
01 � taTiopeuo|iE vo L P^ETXcoaLv TO (pajQ. Also 'f'^'^ B and 700
alone omit nat VTiaxovo auTw 8:25.
In Luke 13:34, p"^^ alone omits the comparison Triv
EavT'nQ voaaiav vno Tag uTEpuYotQ . In Luke 14:27, the en
tire verse is omitted by homoioteleuton.
Luke 22:43-44, which portrays Clirist's physical
agony in the Garden, is read by rt'-�- L Q f
^
Arm D OI71 Cur-
Syr Ir vg Eth Hipp Justin Tatian, but it is omitted by
p'i^5 along with B T sa bo Ath Cyr-Alex Or N f^^ IO71 Arm
Metzger, "The Bodmer Papyrus of Luke and John,"
p. 202.
^Joseph A. Pitzmyer, "Papyrus Bodmer XIV: Some
Features of Our Oldest Text of Luke," The Catholic
Biblical Quarterly. XXIV, (April, 1962T7~p. 176.
'^Metzger, loc. cit.
15
3in-Syr Clem A R �, etc. The belief in the authenticity
of these verses has been gaining ground in recent years.
Since the fluctuation in the text formerly appeared to be
during the period of the Arian controversy, many argued
that they were omitted on a theological basis. However,
the discovery of j^^g seriously weakened this argument,
for these verses were lacking many years before the Arian
8
controversy appeared.
In Luke 23:45, p'^^ supports the Alexandrian read
ing TOU r]\i,ou enXe UTTOVTOQ against the reading of the
rest of the tradition, xai eohot loQr] o t]\ioc,,
Luke 11:11 is completely reworded by p"^^. Instead
of the son asking for apTov, this scribe has the son ask
ing for uaxi'v; and he leaves -out "shall he give to him a
stone?" This reading has some support from B sa Or p'^^
Arm It Sin-Syr Tert, and a few others,
�estcott and Hort noticed the remarkable additions
and omissions of the Western text (especially Codex Bezae),
particularly those in Luke and Acts. They attempted to
distinguish between Western omissions and Western non-
interpolations. They placed Western non-interpolations
in double brackets in their text. Including Luke 22:19-
20; 24:3, 6, 12, 36, 40, 51, 52. Of these, Nestle omitted
the laat fivQ , bracketed Luke 22:19-20, 24:6 and read
^Pitzmyer, 0�. cit., pp. 177-179.
Luke 24:3. However, P'-^ agrees with the Alexandrian text
9
by including all of these readings.
Other significant 'instances in which D omits a
75
reading which, P includes, according to Pitzmyer, are
Luke 5:39, 7:7a, 10:41-42, 11:35-36, 12:19. Conversely,
P omitS' the important additions of D in Luke 6:4, 9:55,
10
and 11:2.
Papyrus Bodmer XIV agrees with B and some other
mtnesses in employing the first aori.st endings on second
aorist stems, for instance r]Xdav, eupav, and einonv. Oth
er readings which find T^'^ and B in agreement along with
a small number of other witnesses include:
5:5 avTooJ omit a' B bo 700 990
5:9 T) J ODV B D Goth X 213
6:33 Kai^ ] add yap n'* B 700
6:34 eoTi] omit B P^5 700
6:37 KaTa6 LKa^ETs] 6uKa^eTe B 579
6:46 aJ 0 B Goth Sy^^sh
8:5 auToJ auTa B
8:6 ETteaev] xa'zeneaev B H L R 700
8:6 Tr)v] omit B 579 bo
8:27 :1'b 157 bo 990
8:35 el,e\r]XvQ�i } �^r)\0�v :p B 716 99 0^:-
^Pitzmyer, op. cit., pp. 174-175.
^Qlbid. . p. 175.
17
8:35 '^ovl omit B
8:43 U7I ] arc B S'^s- A R 254
10:24 aKouaaU add |iou B 0124 472
10:27 ttiq'^] omit B H 0124 472
10:27 Hai] omit B
10:38 ELQ Tov OLHOv aDTr]Q]omit B''^ sa
10:42 laapLa] |j.apLa[i B 579 1
11:10 avo LY^loeTaL ] avoLYEfocL B D^""^ Cur-Syr
11:46 auTOL] add uiaeLQ B 579 713
12:22 auTOuJ omit B 1241 p"^^
12:24 TO J omit B D 69
13:27 ^EYco] Xeya)v B 892 070
1^:5 TTi] omit 7\'^^ B p"^^
14:12 [iT]bE^2 [iT] B
17: 1 1 auTovJ omit ;\'B L
17:30 aTue?veT]Te [ir]6ej omit B sa 13 69 Arm
18:12 a'n;o6eKaT(jo J aTiobenaxsvod ';{^ B
22:30 ea0LT]Te] ea6r]Te B T D^^
23:7 TtpoQjaddTov B T 6 348 1274
24:28 r]YYi'CfavJ r]yyiH(xv B
24:53 auvT] 0po oaiievouc;] ri0po LOiaevoTJc; ;\'B 33 Eus D
24:37 7T;TOTi0evTeQj 0po'n0evTeQ B 1241
2
24:38 6LaTL] B A
24:38 TaLQ Kap6i-aLQ] tt) napSua B sa D It Eth (Dial)




A few variants supported mostly "by P and th.e
Sahidic version include:
9:12 TOV oxXovl toxjc, oxA-ouq sa 28 565 157 1424 vg 2''
14:8 etQ Yaiaog] omit sa o Syr-Hark^^
22:24 6eJ omit sa
23:12 auTTiJ Exeivr] sa f^ (Sin-Syr)
24:27 6e] omit sa Sin-Syr Cur-Syr
The results of this study indicate that Papyrus
Bodmer XI'V is an excellent witness to the Alexandrian
text-type, and most closely related to Codex Vaticanus




CHART OP PAPYRUS BODMER XI?' S
VARIANTS PROM THE TEXTUS RECEPTUS
VERSE VARIANT ALEXANDRIAN CAESAREAN
CHAPTER IV
1 TcveuiiaTOQ ccyiov nXripric,!
7i>vripT]Q 7iveu|j,aToc; ayto^
35 an ] �^
38 ex] aTco
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WESTERN BYZANTINE UNCLASSIFIED WITNESSES
D It EPKn 11 477 1093 1574 1654
Bas vg (Eth)
Mr 1093 1223
D 713 990 1396
D 12 111 213 372 990 1229












WX 213 660 990 Eth







W 660 713 Anb Eth Sj^^^
X Sy^^^^
6 6 LEppTiYVii-ro] 6Leppr)aa�To ;\'BL(C) 6 33
892 1241
TO SUKTUOV] Ta blHTVCC
2.
,-\*BL bo
7 TOLQ^] omit a'BL
auWa3�cyeai, ] ovvXa^eoQai









11 Tco LT]ae oav J TioLriaaLev
14 a6eXcpov] a6eXcpou
auTOuj add Kai
16 ^riXwT-nvJ add nau
17 oxXoq] add noXvc,
18 ol] add ev
uno] ano
19 e^TiTebJ e^riTOUv
23 TauTaJ Ta auTa
25 e[j,n;eT[XT]afj,evo I, ] add vuv
26 U|j.i,v] omit







































� 990 1093 Theo Eth
4 259
X 372 715 990 998 1047
1093 1293 1354 1574
X 213




KAn 245 954 1047 1207 1223
Ps sh
1355 1396 Bas vg Sy
213 262 1187 1207 1555




















1187 1355 vg Sy^^^^
X 213 Moon Sy"^ '
EX 213 245 660 713 1194
1606 Ors Eth
PRX 213 477 489 1093
Bas Chr vg Sy^�^^
Mcon
?pRX 213 276 473 713 Sy^^sh
PRX Syl'esh
24
28 UTiepJ nspi ;\'BLS 70O
33 KaL J add yap .I'^^B 700
34 eotU omit B p^5 700
ou] omit /^BL 0
37 HaTa6 LKa^ETs] SLKa^exe B 579
41 ae'^ j omit 1424
42 EKPaXei-v ante to Kap90(;J B 579 892 13 69 124 346
SHPaAsLVpost a6�Xcpoi; aou 1241 700
43 ou6�] add TtaXov ?fBLS bo 1 118 13I f^^
157 1071 arm
44 ovWeyovo il add
au\A.�youauv ^
TP uy COOL OTacpuXriv] A'BCLS 33 13 69 346
OTa^)v\r]v TpuycoOL
45 auTou] omit ;\fB 579 Cyr bo
avepcoTtoQ^J omit j^'^BL bo 1 13I 700
9r)aaupou tt]q >tap6 tag A'BL2 bo 1 69 131 700
auTOu] omit arm
^6 aJ o B
48 TiXrip.iaupac;] KXTmupTiQ ;^'B�^^�LE 33
49 o LKo6oiar)aavT l] add T-qv 0 118 209
euGecoq] evQvq p'BCLS 33 p'^^ 1424
�-n;�a�j ai;v�7iEa�v T^LS 33 p^5 fl fl3 0
157 700
CHAPTER VII
1 HaTtEp vaouii] xacpapvaouu n'^C^S 33 bo 544 700
4 cp] o















7 21 267 659 1675
D beklq 7 267 659




6 o exaTovTapxoQ (piXovQl
(piXovc, 0 exaTovTapxoc;
Xeyuiv auTto] auTco Xeyoiv
10 0 1, TceiacpOe vTSQ eic, tov













aTieaTaAHE V J aTieaTeiAev
21 OLVTZ]} exeuvT]
22 L(oavvr)J Looavei,
avapXsTiouai. ] add nai
Ha6ap L^ovTai ] add xai

























e 69 124 700
1071 arm
fl fl^ 700













D abcek PKH >DC 213 245 713 990 1012
1187 1207 1355 1675 Eth
esh Har











� 16 21 348 482 1047
cekq � Bas Sy^�^^
(A)
ek (Cur-Sy) � 1 59 267 659 2145 1573
1574 SyP^^^
D (Cur-Sy) EPA^A � 213 660 IO38 U94 1200




2M- ocoavvou ] twavoD ^
;\'BLS 544 700
26 e^eATiAuGaTeJ eZ,r]XQax� TiBL S f^^ 157 544 IO7I
28 TIP09T1TT1Q] omit 7feLH33 ^ ^''^^^^o'^^^^ ^ '
sa bo Or 1604 Pal-Sy
Looavvouj Lcoavou B
TOU 3aTtTiaTouJ omit ;x'BCLSY 579 1 22 131 157 700
sa bo Or arm Pal-Sy
31 eiTze 6e o KupLOQ] omit a'BL bo 6 arm
CHAPTER VIII
5 auToJ auTa B
6 ETieaevJ KaTSTieaev BLS 700
TTjv] omit B 579 bo
7 auToJ auTa
8 etilJ SLQ A'BLH 6
9 XeyovTSQ] omit .-^^BLS 33 1 346 157
bo Or 1424 arm
�17)1-) TiapaPoXr] auTr)J ,YB 33 700




16 �niXidr]Oivl iiQr]0\,\j A'BL H 69 1 246 543. 788 157
Lva 01, e LOnopeuoiievo I,
3A.e'n;a)ao to cpwQ] omit B
17 yvii)oQr]0�Tai2 \ir] YvcoaGT] .fBLS 33 Cyr 6 IO71 1424
18 OQ yap av] oaov yap
19 TxapeyevovTo] TiapeYeveTo B 579 bo
DID
29























14 42 244 473 2145<=
� 71 99 116^220 229 372




X 50 71 273 1574
AEGHKMSUVFAAn X Eth Sy-^�^^
30




:;\'BLS 33 bo 69 346 157 700
ao\j J omit

















0^ ^ 1 1 8 209
f 157 544
avsfiou eiQ Tr|v A.l[j,vt]v]




25 Ya-6apri vwv] Yepo�.aTivu)v
2










LliaTLOv ouH eve6 L6uaKeTo J a'-^^BLS 33 bo
ovK �\jebvoaxo tiiaxiov
0 13 124 157










29 na.pr]yy�X\�2 Tiapr]yy� iK�\j B2 0 69
31
D It X 213 716 1229 (251)




AY..'An Goth fgX.^^g^Sniof fsg^Agl/
1675 2145 Tit Bas Eth Sy^^-^
AXl�Un � 251 472 713 716^1012^1047




X 213 251 472 482 660 990








Goth c 990 Eth SyHar mg
D ek E 280 477 660 1012
1082
















39 eTioLTjoe aou] aou EKotrjaev
40 EYEVETO] omit
u7i;oaTpE(|)aL ] DTcoaxpEcps l v
41 aUTOQj OUTOQ
43 ELQ uaxpouQ Tcpoaava^voooaaa
0A.0V TOV 3lov] omit
45 Hau 01 |iET auTOLi] omit
7MB0---S
n!B 579 1241 d
sa bo
T^LS 33 Or




e (151) 69 1 24
543 (346 788 826)
(828) 544 565 arm
Geo Pal-Sy
1 124 157 700
6 fM57 544
1604


















46 e^�\eouaav] eZ,EXT\XvQviav 7\^L 33 Cyr Or
33
D (It) E^^ X 1355 1574 (vg)
It 56 58 660 990 SyPssh
D It 954 990 vg
g 716 990 1229 vg
D a KUn 251 472 660 713 1047 1194
1223 1229 1355 2430 Eth
SyPesh
It 243 990 1396





D It PR^fX 213 251 435 1012 1229
1396 Tit Vict vg
Sin-Sy Cur-Sy c gth SyPesh
R
D afr Goth R 716 1093 1194 1229 Eth
(D) Sin-Sy
A R 254
Sin-Sy Cur-Sy n 42 63 70 220 253 300 990 IO38
1047 1 187 1207 1223 1355
34




51 LaxoaPov xai Looavvnv]
La)avvT)v] LcoavT]v


















1 118 131 209
1582 700
CHAPTER IX



























/�YBCL2 33 sa bo fl fl3 157 700
0





















X 213 161 199 372 1293
vg Eth SyPesh









R Mcon Dial Sy
�X















11 6e^a|j.�vo(; J aiLode^aiaevoQ :\'BLS 33




uapaT L eevaL J TiapaBe l vai
19 GLTiov] euTxav
Lwavvr|v] La)avr]v
20 auoxpLBeLQ 6e o TieTpoQ]








33 \iodoei [luavJ iiiav [icjuaeL






















28 157 565 1424
f13 157 1071
fl f13 157 700
(Or)
e f 1 (69) 700 1604
Or e fl 157 544,
1071






































11 22 251^^ 472 1396
7^,' a c ^27 300 407 435 vg
A R 954 1396 1675 (vg)
S Goth X 213 435 1355 1574
AT Epiph
(X) 213 472 713
AKMn Tf 440 713 716 990 1012 1047
1194 1207 1223 1229 1355 1396
2145
AKn � 440 990 1216 2145
M Goth C^X 213 1194 1200
vg Eth SyPesh
Goth vg Eth SyHar
A
274^g (-660 Eth SyHar mg)
AEGHSUVPAn R 0115 4 7 440 477 485 945






6e ] omit r\U







48 TOUTo TO �n;aL6L0v]
TO UaLSLOV TOUTO
579 Cyr






33 p45 f^ fl5
700 1071
�Ha)A.vaa(i�v] eKcoXuo|j.�v n^L2 579 892 157
50 Kail 6e n'BCLS
(bo)




auTOu ] omit BLS 892 p45 fl
52 �LaTiA0ovJ eior]Xd�v
coote] coc; :\'-:^B p45
54 ELTIOV] ELTiaV TffiCLS p45












35 P^5 28 157 565
1071 1424 Cyr^er
57 eysvETo] omit n'BCL2
bo




55 P^5 0 69 346 983
700 1604 Pal-Sy
av] Eav BCL2 Atii p45
Hvpiel omit /'rBL2
bo











� 0115 229 348 713^716 1093
1216 1229 1279 SyPesn Har
� 20 1




It X 7 61^S 213 267 713
1093 1296 1574 vg
It














71 990 Hier vg
\JX 047 21 71 213 472 713 71 6
990 1229 1346^ 1574 1675
Bas Hier Etii
X 121 213 990 Sth Sy^^^^
X 121 213 990 Eth SyPssh
64 990 vg
40
50 0 ir]Oovc,} omit
62 TtpoQ auTovJ omit

















Ha 1^1 omit BL2 579 892
(Cyr) bo















T) SKE L J SHE L T]
ETiavaTuavaeTa l ]


















13 69 700 1071
Or 0
Or





D Clem A � 474
Tert ablq 245 291 998 Bas Valent
Ir q. "^'3 QYiT Mcon Valent
Sin-Sy Eth Sy^^sh
B Aug Clem M R 42 372 1047 1355 Ad
Ir It Sin-Sy Amb Dial Epigh Horn
Cur-Sy Didasc-Apost^S''
D ek 0181
D A unc''^ Bas
It A 87 254 1355 1555
D AEGKUV R� 291 348 71 6 945 990
1216 1279 1355




D It E X 213 vg
D It AEGKMSUV RX Bas Const vg



























Ka6r)|aeva L ] Ka0r)[j,evoL
15 Kauep vaou|j,J nacpap vaou|j,
T). . . u4)(joee Loa]
[IT) . . . u4)oo0T]ar|
tou] omit
2
ecoQ ] add tou
17 e|36p|ir]HOVTa J eP6o|a-nHovTa
6uo '
18 �H TOU OUpaVOU TtEOOVTa]
TisaovTa SH tou oupavou
19 6L6a)|ai,J 6e6a)Ha
20 |j,aXXovJ omit




.1p '-^ � f 157
1071 1424
?lBCLS Or 0 28 1071














A'BC^^L 579 892 1 209 2193 700




(Or) P^5 0 Eus
arm Pal-Sy
e 1 2193 700
1071 1604 Pal-Sy


















R�X 90 121 399-^^ 440 472
713 1047 1093 1355 1396
vg











RX 0155 399 476 661 954 1675
RX vg










Goth �X 213 372 1582 Bas Oaes Hil
Epiph Lcif vg Eth Sy^^^'^S
AEGHMSUVrAAn 0115 Bas vg Eth Sy
Goth
Pesh Har
MX 265 489 1207 1223 1375
vg Eth SyPesh Har
44





� 55 1 Eus
22 KaL OTpacpeLQ irpoQ touq
[laeriTac; erne] omit bo





24 ycx.pl omit arm
�i,6ov] cibav BLGl'C S) 55
aHOuaai] add |iou B
25
2























e^ oXt]q tt]q 6LavoLaQ]





29 6LKaL0uv] bLHaLcoaaL ,tBC-"-L S Cyr p45 157 546
30 6e] omit A'BC-:^
LspLXw] LepeLXoo B^^L S 1241 157
TuyxavovTaJ omit 7/BLH 55 579 p45 0 f 1 700
arm Pal-Sy
51 ouyKupLav] ouyTUxeLav
32 XeuLTT](;J XeueLTTjc; B p45 0






auTov ] omit >'BLS^
bo
55 892 P^5 fl 700
arm
35 e^eXGcov] omit a'BLS 33
892 bo 1071 1424 Palfsy
D It Cur-Sy
It Clem


























� 372 660 1012 Chr Vic Eth
�
X 213 1012 Eth
It unc8 254 Eth
D It Sin-Sy
Cur-Sy
X 213 372 1012 1675 Chr Vic
vg Eth Sy^�^^
46
55 ^'^0 6T]vapLa ebudxel B p'^S (arm)
e6coKev 6uo 6T]vapLa
auTooJ omit BLS 55 p"^^ 157 546
bo 700 arm Pal-Sy
av] eav B P'^5
56 ouv] omit A'BLSY 892 Or P^^ i i is
sa bo 209
6oKeL aoL TxA.r)ai,ov] 7(BCLS 6
Tc\T]aLov 6oHeL aou
37 ouvJ 6e A'BC-J^L H P^^ 157 700
bo 1424 Pal-Sy
38 eyeveTo 6e ev] ev 6e r\'BL S 35 579 'B^^
892 sa bo
Hat] omit XBJjE 35 bo p'^^ 69
siQ TOV OLKOV auTT](;] omit B-"- sa
39 [lapLaJ |aapLa|i n'C^LS 35 bo 1
�nJ omit f'^LE 579 bo P^5
TiapaKaO LoaaaJ ,')'BC-"-LS 55
TuapaKaOeaSe LOa 579
�rtapa] TcpoQ B-:s-C-5s-LS 55
TOU J omit 0
41 lt^oouq] KUpLOQ ;\S-;:-C-"-L 579 sa P^5 ^ 57
TUppa^T]] eopupaCri n'BCL 33 579 (Or) 6 1 22
42 [lap La] iiapLaii B 579 i



















80 Chr Arab vg
229 1346 1354 1574
Bas vg
X (Chr)
X 213 251 1012 1093 1223




44 399^^ 661 Bas
399-=^ 661 Bas
Amb Bas vg Sy^^^
� Bas Evagr






TIIKjOV O ev TOLQ
oupavouQ] omit
Yevr]eT]Ta) to eeXr)(j,a aou
a)Q ev oupavo) Kai erti
TT](; ytiq] omit
4 acpueiaevj acpLO(j,ev
C 33 (e) 1 69 124





aA.A.a puaat r^aQ ano tou
novnpou] omit
7 6upa] add |j,ou
8 auTou cptA-ov] cpiXov auTou
10 avo LYTiaeTat ] avooYet^ocL
11 u|j,a)v TOV TcaTepa aLTT]aeu
o ULOQ apTov] el, U|ioov
aLTT]aeu naTepa o .uloq
oaxuv
jiT) >\.i0ov en i,6a)ae I, auTw
ei KaL LxQ^^ avTi,
LXQ^OQ ocpLv enL6a)aei,




A'^^BL Cyr Or 700 arm
sa bo
evidence is given for omission














e 13 28 209
1071 1424




Tert 57 130 (443^0 474 Mcon vg
Sin-Sy
Aug Tert ff2 130 660 Mcon vg
Sin-Sy Our-Sy
D AEGHKrAA A'^P 047 21 251 (262) 440 472
716 1093 1047 1229 1355 1513
1555 1675
Aug Tert 57 130 226-:^ 237 242 426
3in-Sy (IO78) Mcon vg
It X 213 1396 Bas Chr Mac v^
Cur-Sy
D � 485 1093
Tert It 440 Epiph Mcon
Sin-Sy
� Adam Dial
D AHKTAAS^ R� 047 16 21 229 251 262 291-5:-
472 461 543 716 990 998 1093







14 H(xi auTO r]v] omit
15 peeX^ePouX] add too





auTO L u(aa)v HpLTat




24 oTav] add 6e
eupLGKOv] add tote





yuvT) cpcovTiv] (pwvr)v yvvr]
28 iievouvye] |aev ouv
auTOvJ omit


































P^5 -0 1071 arm
p45
p45 fl 157 1604















Rm Antioch Dial EiDiph
SyPesh
X 245 1216 v-g
660 Eth
291 477 713 716 1012 1047
1194 1216 2145
�(X) 1555 (1574) SyPesh
D It 660
(D) c^ff^lqr R 0115 1047 1396 Bas Chr
Tert SyHar ?la
D r W 248 262 1396
D
945
D brr2 u >JX 472 660 1242 2145 Sy^ar
bl n'cx 713 1012 Sy^^^
It , vg
AA � 489 1219
D Tert AA 7^^ � 2145 Eth SyHar
L It Cur-Sy AV-Jt X 399^^' 476 Amphil vg Sy^ar
A 047 482 489 659 1219 1346 1355
D It Eth
52









ou6e uTxo TOV (j.o6lovJ
omit
54 ocpeaA.p.oQ] add aou
ouv] omit















































35 579 892 f"*^
:\'3L e fl3 1424
BCL bo p45 e 1071




D AEGHMSVTA, X 229 270 482 1012 1354
D JLEGHMSV X 229 270 482 1012 1354
�
D It IT 108 174 213 245 440 477 489
Cur-Sy 716 945 998 1279 1355 vg Sy^^esh
Sin-Sy T 0124 660 1012
D �X 4 213 348 472 1012 1038
1047 1093 1194 1346 1396
1675
D It m Goth � 265 788^ 1047 vg Eth Syl'esh Har
D It AA Goth 174 213 435 1555 vg Sth
cegk MA � 0124 71 248 472 788 1047
1093 1 194 1675 2145
0124
r X 213 248 159 1396
D EGHUTAA, � 440 472 1219 1223 1555 1675
G KMn .I'^e^X 0108 7 213 291 472 1012
1^47 1194 ��1355 vg Eth Syl^es^ ^ar
ekr 1355
54
44 ypa\i\i(xxeic, kchi (paptaaLoi
UTioKp Lxat, J omit
2
0 1 1 omit
46 avToi] add v\xeiq
v^covJ omit
48 auTcov xa [ivr\\ieia2 omit






53 Xeyovxeg 6e auxou xauxa
npoQ auxouQj xaHsiQev
e^e\6ovxeQ auxou
54 Kai ^rjxouvxeQj omit
Lva HaxTiYopTjowai, V
auxou] omit






















1 xcov cpapLOatODv t^xlq eoxlv
UTUOKp LOUQ] TlXUQ COXLV
uTioKpLOLQ XCOV (pap LOa LCOV
5 e^ouoLav exo'oxa]
�Xo\Jxa e^ouauav
6 uooXe L xa L J TicoXouvxaL
7 ouvJ omit
11 6e] add eiQ





1 07 1 arm
(0; 13 69
346 1071
.45BCL 579 sa bo P^^ 157 arm Pal-Sy
0�
n'BCL 33 579 P^5 l 22 124








M X 16 213 1 194 1573







D It AECn R>JX 251 713 7l6 1012 1047^1093
1229 1355 2145 Mcon vg Sy^^r
1355 Epiph
abff^il R imb
ef ffilr(ff2gl 2) X 16 121 213 239 372 vg
56
11 c^ouataQ] add jiT] fi.ept|ivr)
|j.ep LjivaTG J [lep i,|ivT]ar)Te Tv'BLQ 33
13 auToo EH TOU oxXou]







Or e f' 13 69
700 1071 Cyr'^^^
e 700 1071
fl 13 157 700
6 f^ 1604
arm
auTou ] auTco BQ Cyr
18 Ta YevT}|iaTa] tov aiTov
20 anaLTouOLv] atToucruv
22 auTou] omit
















25 TipOOee L VaL �711. TTjV T]XLHLaV B 579
auTou] em tt]v T]Xi,KLav






e 1 1071 arm
(6) fl f13 157
1 604 arm
p45
p45 6 f1 157
700 1071
TOV xop'fo^ sv TO) aypoo]
ev aypw tov xopxo\f
7:bl 157 700
57
RX 213 713 1194
D (Tert It) 16 239 1579 (vg)
D Clem
It Cur-Sy
MMUn RWA 070 21 251 472 660 713
716 1012 1093 1207 1229
Antioch Bas vg Eth
F 7(^R 070 21 245 270 348
1012 1279 Antioch Bas
71 �X 070 Eth SyPesh
070
cek
D flq (ff^gl 2)
(ut) Sin-Sy Cur-Sy





X 213 945 1093 1574
vg Eth
� 713 1012 Amb Sy^^r
IfX 4 213 251 291 399-="' 716






28 too] omit vtBLQ 33
ar][xepov ovxa] ovxa armspov TiBL sa "bo
aiacpuevvuat] aiicpie^^ei, L(B)
29 (payrixej (payiloBe
30 en; LC;T]xe L J enuCilxouaLV TiBL 33







58 Kai eav eXGr] ev xr| 6ei;xepa ^"BL 35
cpuXaKT] Hai, ev xt] xpuxT] Cyr sa
cpuXaHT] eA.6r) Kai eupt] ouxoil
Kav ev XT) 6euxepa Kav ev
XT] XpLXT] CpuXaKT] cA-Gt] Ka L
evpT] OUXCOQ















59 eypriYOpriaev av KatJ omit '7f''<^ sa arm
6 topuyrivai,] 6 i,opux6T]vaL
40 ouv] omit
41 auxco] omit





















Clem MUA 070 71 106 254 472 713
1012 2145







047 4 21 245 251 440 713
1038 1194
YK 070 251 262 291 472
1012 1187 1355 1424C 1573
X 070 Meth Eth Sy^^^h
D It Sln-Sy
Cur-Sy








D EGHSVAAQ ?� 070 229^ 262 399^^' 440 66 1

























Or 1071 1604 Eus
Or P^5 6 157
52 OLKU) evl] evu OtHCO




























56 Tr)Q Y'HQ ^ocu tou oupavouj L� 33 1241
TOU oupavou Hat tt]q y^lQ sa bo





p45 e fl 157
700 Eus










fl 69 124 157
700 1071 arm
p45 0
P^5 28 157 1071
1604 arm
iThis word is added in the margin, possibly by the first hand.
61
X 070 213 998 vg Eth
-n^.Tr.TrT YaO^TOJO 4 213 262 440 472D E^^M 998 1647 1093 1574 Antioch Bas
070 348 1216 1279
Clem Aia-'iun X 070 4 1012 1047 1355 Antioch
Archel Bas Chr Hil Meth
D AKMUn PEW 070 4 251 262 472 713




D It U 070 59 Hil Pist vg







D AA X 253 259 713 1038
D Tert It KH
Sin-Sy Cur-Sy
n'�x 070 4 213 472 477 713 1093
1194 1355 2145 vg Eth SyPesh
62
56 ou 6oK Lfia^eTE J ouk OLbaxe TlBL 33 892
6oHt|j.a^etv sa bo
6




59 ouJ omit :VBL (Or) 1 124-;^
CHiPTER XIII
1 auTO) ] omit
TC i,?v.aTog J ueLXaTOQ
2
Twv ] omit













0 fl 69 157
1071 1604
6 69 157 1071
f^^ 22 1071
fl 565 1071
ev TOO a[j,7i:e\cov L auTou ;i'BL Oyr
TtecpuTeuiie vT]v] necpuTeuiie vt] v sa bo
ev TO) at-LTieXcov t auTOU
HapTuov ^r)Ta)vj ^riToov napKov sa bo
eTT]] add acp ou tJbL bo
eHHO(|)OvJ add ouv L^ 33 579
892 sa bo
eu 6e |ar]Ye ei'Q to |ieX\ov] :CBL 33 Oyr
eiQ TO |j.e\\ov ei. 6� liflY� ii. bo
11 T]v] omit





e fl3 (157) 544 arm
e fi5 22 1071
1 604 arm
69





070 213 1574 Mcon Eth SyHar mg
Tert A � 070 167 Epiph




abeil (gV 2) q^q
D It � 070 13 1038 1187 1574
Chr vg SyHar mg -
It ixn X 070 213 251 716 990 ,1093 1187
1223 1229 1355 Chr vg SyHar
D MA 070 213 655 659 Bas
D elc X 4 213 251 262 265 713 716 990
1187 1194 1346 2145 Chr Marc Eth
B' It X 251 660 1207 Bas Petr vg
SyPesh Har
befglq Bas Petr vg Eth
D It � 070 13 1012 Petr vg Eth
Cur-Sy
Afi X 070 13 229-"'-"- 251 472 716 1012
1093 1355.1574 2145 vg Eth SyHar
D 070
It X 070 213 239 259 291 569
1012 vg SyPesh
64
15 av(opecL)6r| ] avopBcoGr]
















30 euauv ] add ot
51 r)|iepaj wpa
7ipoar)\0ov J Ttpoari^Gav
QeXei ae] ae GeXei
52 eTTLxeXco] aKoxeXo)
















p45 fl fl3 pai�sy
0




;\'BL 55 579 892
^'BL 1241 Or P^5 0 1 151
209 1582 arm
-0-
7^'BL 892 sa bo 157
B 892























Qr^]'a 047 213 348 1038 1047
1093 1207 1223 1573 1574
X 070 213 1675 2145
372 vg SyPesh
070 Hipp vg Eth Sy^ar
372 990 vg SyHar mg
070 213 351 990 Amb SyHar
990
W (070) 990 Lcif Mac












35 epr\[ioc,'} omit fl
(Or) 565 788 arm
A'BL 579 P'^^ 28 69
sa bo











P^5 e f\ 157
1071 arm
CHAPTER XIV
1 Tcov ] omit
3 EL J omit
Oepaueue I, v] 0epa7ieuaaL
dspccneveiv] add t] ou
5 aKOHp oBe lq] omit
ovoq] uloq
SfjiTieae oTai. ] TieaeLTai,
TT]] omit
5 auTooJ omit










































�R 047 7 21 71 348 472 713
990 1207 1223 1279 1355
Epiph SyPesh
40 153 159 vg Eth Sy-^ar
R� 251 443 472 713 990 1012














� 59 213 713 1012 1200 1396
Eth
� 1 574
� 1012 1396 Eth SyHar
/fa c 291 660 990 1207 1223
1355 Eth Sy^ssh
Yj SyPesh Har
251 472 990 1012 1047 1093




AEGMVAA � 047 21 .213 440 713 71 6 990
998 1012 1047 1093 1555
63
45
10 avaTieaov] avaneae a'B"'^ �
etTiT]] spzi n'BL 6 1071 1604
OOL 6o^aJ 6o^a aoi 0
1 13
evwutov] add TiavTcov "^"BL � f f 157
sa bo 1071 1604 Pal-Sy
12 \ir\be^l \it] B
as avTLKa?.eau)at] ^^'BL bo 6 69 1071
1604
aoL avTanobofia] ^'^1' �
avTa'n;o6o|aa ool
13 TCOLTIQ 6oxTiv] 60XTIV n;0LT)aTiQ T^B
noLTic;] Tiofna-nQ 1241
avaiiripouQ] avarie LpouQ (A')BL 6 157
15 oQj ooTLQ BL 579 1071 1604
bo Bus
16 STioLTiae] euoLet A'B Or 6
17 eoTu] eiOLv A^ 579 6
TiavTa] omit r(S(L) 579 P^^ e
18 Tip^avTo] Tip^aTO 0
TcapaiTE Loeai, navTeQj A'BL f"* arm
TiavTEQ TiapaLTE toOai-
e^eXeetv] e^eXecov ^IBL 6
xau^] omit zl'BL bo 6 arm
21 KOii^l omit 0
sksivoq] omit ;\'BL sa bo P'^^ e fl 59
788 1071 arm
avaTt-qpovQ J avaue upouQ Ti'BL 6 157
XCoXouQ xai TUcpXouQ] -A'BL P^5 0 345
TUcpXouQ Kau X(Ji>'*^o^Q ^� 1071 1604 Eus
AEHKSUVrn
X 53 63 213 253 259
69
Our-Sy A X 213 1093 1574 Antioch
Eth SyPesh Har



















RX 213 Vg SyPesh
R Eth SyPesh
PR� 472-716 990 1012 1047
1207 1229 1355 Bas vg Eth
PR
P� 251 472 713 7l6 990 1012




25 6ou\ov] add auTOU









27 Kai,'' J omit






























Or P'^^ f13 157
544 1604 Eus
Or P'^5 157 1604
-0-
-0-






































72 Bas Eth Sy^^sh
Rm 990 1207 1355
16
vg
213 291 472 659 1012 1093
1279 1555 2145 Bas vg
Valent
X Bas
m 71 225 1047 vg
R 71 225 vg
EX 713 1012 Bas Eph vg
RX 213 1194




33 \iov euvai] euvau [lou
|j.ae,riTr)Q] (j.a6T)TaQ
34 Ka\ovJ add ouv
2
35 eiQ ] add tt^v
7(BL bo Or e (1582) 2193
:A!BL 579 892 6 13 69 124 346
bo
CHAPTER XV




OL ] add xe
A'B(L)








eaxai, ev xco oupavco] 33
ev xui oupavco eoxai,
8 oxou] ou TiBL
9 auYHaXeixat] ovyKoKei (AObL
2
xaQ J omit ;\'BL bo
10 ouxcoj OUXCOQ
Xapa yivsTail TtBL 33
Ye L vexaL. x^pa
12 Kai^l omit
13 ouvaYaYwv] auvaYoov
amvxaJ Tiavxa 3 1241

















(R) 179 251 660 713 716 1012
1047 1093 1229 1355 Bas
� 1216 1354 1355
�
�X 4 7 213 245 262 267 440
660 990 1038 1093 1187 1194
1223 1229 1355 1689 Bas Meth
X 047 213 1194 1375
(KUAH) (X) 213 245 440 476 661 713
945 990 1093 1194 1223 1396
1355















18 TOV J omit











1 13 124 1604
69 124 346
,1 1604
6 1 131 209
13 124 346 arm
-0-
0 22 1582 2193
28 Pal-Sy
|J,�] [XOl �0-
21 auTO) o utoqj o uloq auTU) BL (579) sa bo f 157
KaL ] omit
22 auTOD J EavTOU















0 fl3 544 1504
arm Pal-Sy
afioXcoXwQ T)vJ Tiv ttTioXcoXooc; 7{-"-BL bo
rip^avTo] T]p^aTo 579


















R 94 251 716 1229 1396 2430
Eth





(U) (R) 67 73 127 184 Ps-Chr
vg Eth SyPesh Har
D It AEHKSUVrAAn
Goth
R� 047 2 21 213 262 267 291
440 472 713 945 990 1038 1047





472 660 990 1223 vg Eth
SyHar






PR^fX 4 71 213 440 660 990
1012 1093 1187 1223 1229
1555 vg Eth SyPesh Har
A
1 200 1 375
D It A Goth
PRX 213 270 473 1093 1207 1216
1223 1346^"�;, 1355 1555 1573
RX 213 475 1093
76




















3 LOxuci)] add KaL
4 iieTaOTaeo)] add en
5 XP�(J^9E lXetoov]
XPEOcps uXetwv
5 EXaLOu] add o
HOil ] 6e
TO YPocM-M-a^ Ta ypaM-M-afoc
TaXEcoQ Ypa(i)ovJ
Ypa(j)Ov TaxEooQ
7 Kau ] omit
TO Ypam-LaJ Ta Ypa|i|iaTa
















69 788 1071 aim
6 f

















PR 229 251 262 476 1038
1187 1396 vg SyPesh Har
R 1047
R 1355 SyPesh









PW 472 713 1229 Sy^�^^
Eth Sy-^�^^
71 106 Eth SyPesh Har












1200 1346 1354 Gaud
472 954 Eth SyHar




















21 TOOV (|>LX'''J^^3 omit


































Or fl fl^ 1604
e










Or 6 157 544
arm Pal-Sy
unc omnib (Or) arm
sa bo
-^^L 33 579 bo
^�BL e
79







c XR 265 2145 Sy^^sh Har mg




67 248 252^ vg Eth
D Clem aekf p-;^X 4 213 237 251 Adam Dial
Eth
D Clem aeki X 4 213 251 Adam Dial Eth
D AEPGHAAQ PX 213 251 1047 1093 1675
Clem It Sin-Sy Adam
( Cur-Sy)
Chr Dial Ephr Epiph
267
D 1"JX Adam Dial
D Cyp It GHR � 251 482 1038 1093 1223 Bas
(Cur-Sy) Chr Ephr Quaest Eth vg Sy^^^^
(It) Sin-Sy most minn (Chr) Epiph (vg) Eth Sy^�^^
It 1355 vg
AFAA unc8 X Chr Ephr
80

















1 \x<xQr]xac,2 add auTOU
tou] omitl
[XT] eXQsiv Ta anavSaXa]







7 epet] add auTco
avaTieaai] avaTceoe



















1 07 1 arm
�0-
1071





iTbis word is added above the line.
81
D a APKUVAH m 245 251 291 440 46 1 472 476
485 716 990 1012 1047 1093
1207 1229 1355 Ephr SyHar
d Ephr
D It S X Chr Dial Epiph vg
D It m WX 489 1200 1207 1219 1355
Chr Dial vg
D A 71 Dial
D It AEMU X 213 251 482 716 998 1093 1187
(Cur-Sy) 1229 1346 1354 vg Sy-esh Har
most minn
ek X
D It Sin-Sy 998 vg SyHar mg
Cur-Sy







IfX 213 251 291 660 716 vg
Eth SyPesh Har
� Eth
;<a X 4 213 1207 1355 Amb
82
9 auTO) ou 6oKto] omit
10 OUTCOJ OUTCOQ
2
OT L ] omit
11 auTovJ omit
21 t.6ou^] omit
23 a)6e r] l6ou eksl]




UTl ] uno TOV
EV TT) T]|j,Epa auTOuJ omit
'I
26 TOU J omit



















Or f 157 700
1 604 arm
0 1 57 arm
1 3 69 arm
69






28 HO. I ooqJ KaOcoc;















13 69 346 157
1071 Geo
28 69 346 IO71
124 1071
-^BL 579 1241 0 fl fl3
bo










r X 4 106 213 265 472 482 1093
1 194
D AXn R� 4 245 251 1012 1229
D It 200 220
B V X 213 399^^ 476 655 713 716 998
1194 1200 1219 1346 1354 1396
D IfX 245 440 1012




D a Sin-Sy Kax
Cur-Sy





TupoQ auTov] auTO) TVSLQ




13 ojq] omit^ 0
12 a7io6eHaTU)J (xnobeKaxevu) #B
Hat] 6e m 69 124 346 157
sa bo 1071 1604
16 TipoaKaXeaa^evoQj /^�'BL 579 i"^ 1071
TtpoaeHaA-saaTo 892 bo
18 expl. xai




















5 auTOLQ axep oxXovl
axep ox^vou auxoiQ
8 La)avvT]v] uooavriv




20 waauTooQ nat to tiottiplov]
XaL TO TIOTTIPLOV (jOOaUTCOQ











uopeuETaL KaTa to oop LOiae vov J )l'BLT
HaTa TO wp ua^iEvov uopeuETaL
24 6�j omit
(p lX.ove LKia] (pu?voviHta
$0 Eaei,T]TE] EOeT^TE
�1
























0 fl 13 543
826 arm
(124 1071)







D AAn^^ unc^ PRS^g
D It Sin-Sy
(Cur-Sy)
D AFAAn unc7 X
D
D It G 713 vg
X 213




1346 1354 1555 Dam Dion vg SyHar
D It 0 291 472 485 660 998 1012
1047 1093 1207 1216 1223
88
42 TO TlOT'npLOV TOUTO J
TOUTO TO n;oTT]ptov
YeveaOoo] yeiveoQoi

















54 auTOV ] omit
TOV OLHOVj TT]V OtHtaV



































(Or) � fl^ 28 157
565 1071
0 124 ( 1071 )
1 604 arm
Or 0 28 124
1 57 arm
Or fl 124 157
Eus
P^LT 33 579 Eus
/I'B-^LT 0
auTcov ] omit ;itBLT 1 57 arm
D f ff2
89
� 489 713 1200 1219
AA
Clem f A Ti^RYJ 157� 713 Mh EplTDh Hier
Sin-Sy Hil Mcon SyHar mg
D AFAAJl unc8 RX
D
lq(gl 2) AGMUAn RX 713 1093 1187 1207 1216
Cur-Sy 1223 (Etli) Sy^'^sh Har
D AAII unc8 RX
X
D X
(D) ff2ilq RX 71 213 240 244 248 1346^^-
D
(It) 475 713 (vg)
V R 1093
0171 A
D imn) R(X) 472 954 1047 1093 1216
1229
D It GXMn 7\'c X 213 280 (472) 482 489
660 (1047) 1219 1355 vg
D It AKMn R� 4 7 21 291 472 659 713 998
1200 1216 1574 vg
KMn 1355 2145
AA R




ev \ieaoi ] \ieooq







yuvai, OVK oiba, auTov]





52 o uexpoQ] omit
63 xov irjaoDv] a\JXOv







liou T] aTioXuaTjxe] omit


















































D2gr X 4 21 213 245 251 291














291 472 1207 1216 1223
X 4 213 348 1012 1216 1279
X 213 713 1047 1093 1207
(Eth) SyHar
X
X 213 291 472 716 998 1047
1207 1223 vg
245 726 1375 vg Sy^^^
0124 482 (348 1223 1355)
X 0124 1355





71 1038 1579 Amb
660 (Amb)























yaXtXauav] omit Tl'BL! 1241 bo
eTCT]pa)TT)aev] r^pooTiiaev
7 TipoQ] add TOV BT 6
8 GeXoov Lxavou]
LHavwv xpo^'*^^ 6e\a)v
A'BT 0 13 69 124










0 fl 157 1689
Geo
10 e LaTT^Ke uaav] i,aTT]He Loav �





12 eyevovTo] eyevei^o -0
93
D A
D It HKMn R 4 291 440 472 660 1012 1047
1093 1574 vg Eth SyPesh Har
Cur-Sy SyPesh








D Sin-Sy MKH � 661 (Eth)
Cur-Sy
AA b2 3 X
ad X (0124) 213
c
D A
R 047 0124 472
94
12 KtXaTOQ xau o T]pco6'nQj






15 ave'n:e|ac|)a yap v\iac, TipoQ
auTov] avene^iipEM yap
aUTOV TipOQ T][J.aQ
17 avaYKr]v 6�.,,eopTTiv eva]
0 mit
18 avexpa^av] avenpayov
be ] add auTov























































(fq) X 213 243
D It vg (Eth) SyPesh
Cur-Sy)
D A























































0 69 124 1071
1604 Pal-Sy





This variant possibly could be considered as two; however
both Tischendorf and von Soden treat this as one variant. Of
the witnesses cited, only 157 has KaL and the definite article
2This word has been corrected to outoq by means of an o
being placed over the o).
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It Cur-Sy vg Eth
D a AFAA vcac^ PX 71
D It X 213 vg
D It A X 218 280 472 1047 1675
Cur-Sy vg Eth SyPesh
7(b c
D It Sin-Sy 476 Leo Eth
Cur-Sy
(L It) (C2) 1047 (SyHar)
L It Sin-Sy � 251 713 1229 2430 (Mcon)
Cur-Sy vg SyPesh Har mg
abd 0124 38 251 270 435 661
Sin-Sy 1012 SyPesh Har
APH
D It X 047 47 213 713 Sy
98
35 o^3 add vioQ
36 eveicai^ov] evETiai^av
38 YeYPocM-M-evT]] omit
Ypa(i[iaai, V. . .ePpaLKoiQj
omit
OUTOQ eOTUV o 3ocOLXeuQ
TCOV LOuSaLcov] o ^aoiXevQ
TCOV LOu6aLC0V OUTOQ
39 ec] ouxL





43 o LTiaouQ] omit




45 HttL EOKOTiaeT) O T^\tOQ]
TOU �n^LOU �K\�LU0VT0Q
2
Ka I, ] 6 �
46 xsi'Pa'?^ xei'Pa







































A^BCQ 33 � Cl) 1071
(579 892 Ath). CyrJer eus
Or
99










D ac M^* 15 42 280 290 300 482 489 1187
1219 1346 1354 1355 Bas











(D) It MMUn ( ) 251 372 7l6 1229 1355^ ' Bas Const Epiph) Just
100












50 uTiapxwvJ add nai







54 napaOKeur) ] TcapaaxeuTiQ
55 KaL J at
aUTO) EK TTlQ Yoc^LXaLaQ]









































DS^ It KMn* PW 71 248 291 482 1012 1038
1223 1355 Imb Bas Eth SyPesh
n 0124
D cekq (ff2i) � 1047 SyHar
DS^ c Gur-Sy RX 213 Syl'esh Har
D AQ
A P 0124 4 64 348 399"^ 1279
1574




B It M 291 660 713 1038 1207 1355
vg








r]Xdo\) ETit TO [ivr]\x<xl
ETCL TO jj,vr|(ieLOv T]X6av
ri>veovJ r)Xeav
ij,vr)|ia] p.vr||ie Lov
KaL TLveQ ouv auTaLQ]
omit
3 Ka L ] 6 E
4 6 Lauope La6aL ] aKopeiaeaL
6uo av5pEQ] av6pEc; 6uo
eaQr\oea IV aoTpauTouaaLc;]
EOeT]TL aOTpaTlTOVOT}




7 OTL 6el tov ulov tou
avepOOTlOU] TOV ULOV
TOU avepooTiou OTL 6el






























































(0124) Epiph (Mcon) vg
SyPesh





m 7 213 262 267 291 440 477
713 945 1038 1223 (SyHar-5^)
7 660 713 1038 1047 1229
1355 1675 Eth
vg Eth SyPesh Har mg
� 0124
i04
1$ Tiaav 7i;opeuo|j,e vo L ev cxutt]
TT] riiaepa] ev auTt] tt)








TauQ �niiepaLQ] tt] T](iepa'
19 eoTtovJ eiTiav
va^ojpauou] va^aprjvou
21 riXrc L^o|aev] t)\7i uKajiev
ye2 add nat

























0 N 1 131 209










iThis vrord has been corrected by means of lq being added above
the line at the end of the word,
^This variant has been corrected by 6o^av being written over














aoel2(fr,bff ) I 079 0124 372 vg
D It
AK-J^AR










ev naocLic, Tcciq ypa^ai-Q
Ta TxepL eauTou] Ta Tiepi















1 118 209 157
1071
�0-
1 22 1582 2193
565 983 Geo
Pal-Sy

















TatQ Kap6i.aLQ] xr) xapbia















N fl 230 983
1689
Q'BL 579 Ath Or Eus
Cyr sa bo
107
AG(M)urAS^ Ti^ P 213 472 660 661 713 1047
1093 1194 1207 1573
D It A 872 v|
Cur-Sy
It 0139 4 258 348 382 872 1579
vg SyPesh Har mg
D ek Sin-Sy vg
Cur-Sy




D It Sin-Sy 61 130 225 Anb
Cur-Sy
(Tert)
D It (Dial) Eth
t)fl Adam Amb Dial
D Ir Adam Dial
GH X 27 213 267 399 440 472 477
482 489 661 1012 1093 1194
1219 1355 1.575 Dam
D Clem ek AH � Epiph
Sin-Sy
108




Kai, ouTcoQ 6eL] omit
47 gulJ ev

















































X 4 213 473 1047 Hil Eth
D It KSYn X vg















� 150 240 244 872 1355
110













































"I See page 1 14.
%any of the witnesses are fragmentary in Lulce.
All evidence needs to be considered in
this light.


































































































The tables contain a total of 870 variants of
Papyrus Bodmer XIV against the Textus Receptus. Sixty-
one of these variants are singular, having no kno^-m
attestation. In addition, twelve readings are cited
by Tischendorf as being supported by unc. omnib. ("all
uncials"), while three others are cited in such a manner
that implies that all the other major witnesses support
them: for instance in Luke 15:7i where the variant is
cited "ouTooax; OUTO) sine cod unc." It is therefore not
safe to cite any single manuscript or even a' text-type
as supporting one of these fifteen readings, since one
is unable to determine which if any of the major uncials
are' omitted. This leaves a total of 794 variants for
consideration.
Papyrus Bodmer XIV shows close affinity with the
Alexandrian text-type, for 443 of the 794 variants have
good Alexandrian support. This equals 56^ of the total
variants. Of the 794 variants, 494 have sufficient support
to be clearly identified with one or more of the four text-
types. Of these -494 variants, 443, or 90^, are supported
by the .Alexandrian text- type. When considered in combination,
274 (55%) a.Te supported by the Alexandrian text-type alone.
Caesarean support is found for only 71 of the 794 variants.
115
This is equal to about nine per cent of the total variants
or fourteen per cent of the variants supported by at le^st
one text-type. There are only thirteen readings attested
by the Caesarean text-type alone. The Western text-type
supports 172 variants. This is equal to 22^ of the total
variants or 35$^ of the variants that are supported by at
least one text-type. In combination, only 32 have support
by the Western text-type alone. The small number of
readings with Western support alone, plus the lack of
support by p75 for significant Western readings,^ clearly
indicates that �s not a member of the Western text-
type.
It is therefore evident that the closest affinity
of the text of Papyrus Bodmer XIV is with the Alexandrian
text-type. This is followed by the Western and Caesarean
text-types respectively. When the evidence is considered
in combination of text-types, variants supported by the
Alexandrian text- type alone far outnumber all other com
binations, >rith 274 variants. Next are Alexandrian-
Western readings, t-rith a total of 112. The support for
other combinations is small: Western alone, 32; Alexandrian-
Caesarean, 31; Alexandrian-Caesarean-We stern, 24; Caesarean
alone, 13; Byzantine alone, 3; Caesarean-We stern, 2;
Alexandrian-Caesarean-Byzantine , 1; Alexandrian-Westem-
"�see pages 15-16.
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Byzantine, 1; and Western-Byzantine, 1.
Support by individual manuscripts shows that B, T,
and L agree with Papyrus Bodmer XIV far more than do
any other manuscripts. Codex Vaticanus (B) agrees with
Bodmer XIV in 685 out of 794 variants; this is equal to
86^ of the total variants. The closeness of this affinity
is further emphasized by the fact that B supports 86^ of
the total variants, whereas the Alexandrian text-type�
to which B is a superior witness� supports only 56^ of
the total variants. The support of Codex Borgianus (T)
is likewise worth noting. T is extant for Luke 22:20-
23:20, For the 83 variants where T and Bodmer XIV are
extant, T supports Bodmer XIV in 75, or 90^, In these
same variants B supports '2^^ 74 times, 7)^ 60 times, and L
56 times. In other words, where T is extant in Luke, T
supports "S^^ as frequently as B, Thus the closest affinity
of '2^^ may be with T as much as or possibly slightly more
than with B. Following these two witnesses, Codex Sinait-
icus (;\') has close affinity with Bodmer XIV by supporting
530 of the 794 variants {61%), Next is Codex Regius (L)
which supports 505 of the 794 variants (64^). Interesting
ly, William J. Woodruff found that the major supporting
manuscript for Papyrus Bodmer XIV (p'^5 in John) is B, follow
ed by L, P^^, and 7\'.^ This concurs with the results of the
^William J. Woodruff, "Textual Affinities of Papyrus
Bodmer XV (P'^)" (unpublished Master of Theology thesis,
Asbury Theological Seminary, Wilmore, Kentucky, 1964), p. 120.
1 17
present study. It also suggests that p'^^ contains a pure
text" type throughout.
The major Caesarean witness to Bodmer XIV is V^^.
Although P^5 3_g jj^Qpe fragmentary in Luke than p'^^, they
can be compared at 217 places where p'^5 varies from the
Textus Receptus. Here P'^S agrees with p'^5 122 times, or
56%, This is understandable, for Frederic G. Kenyon found
Ac:
that P has its closest affinities to B and L in Luke.
He also states that P -"^ is approximately equidistant between
the Neutral (Alexandrian) and the Western families, closer
to the former and lacking the peculiar readings character
istic of the latter.-^
Codex Bezae (D) is the major Western witness to
Bodmer XIV. Of the 794 variants D reads 385, or 48^.
The major Byzantine i^ltness to Bodmer XIV is Codex Alex-
andrinus (A), which reads 174 of the 794 variants, or
22^.
7S t
Many manuscripts may support more of P'-"s read
ings in Luke than the tables indicate, for often they are
not consistently cited by the major critical editions.
An example of this is a comparison of the times 6 is cited
to support p'^^'s variants against the Textus Receptus with
5prederic G. Kenyon (ed.). The Chester Beatty Biblical
Papyri, Bescrip tions and Texts of Tifelve Manuscripts on Papyrus
of the Greek Bible fFasciculus II: The Gospels and Acts.
London: Emery Walker Limited, 1933), p. xvi.
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the number of times 6 actually supports these same vari
ants. This latter number was determined by a collation
of the printed text of 6 with these variants. 6 agrees
with 238 times; however, only 98 of these were found
4
in the textual apparatuses used in this study. This
collation resulted in an increase of 143^ of the times 0
and were found to be in agreement. This demonstrates
that the extent of the affinity of many witnesses can only
be determined by reference to their text.
Among the versions, the Bohairic, Itala, and
Sahidic provide the greatest agreement with Bodmer XIV.
The best support among the church fathers comes from
Origen, Basil, and Eusebius.
The conclusions of the present study are as fol
lows:
1. Papyrus Bodmer XIV is established as a strong
Alexandrian witness.
2. Papyms Bodmer XIV agrees most frequently with
Codex Vaticanus (B), and with equal proportionate frequen
cy with Codex. Borgianus (T).
3. Codex Sinai ticus (;iO and Codex Regius (L) also
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